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Abstract As an Introduction to the Special Issue on ‘‘Formulation, generalization,
and abstraction in interaction,’’ this paper discusses key problems of a conversation
analytic (CA) approach to semantics in interaction. Prior research in CA and
Interactional Linguistics has only rarely dealt with issues of linguistic meaning in
interaction. It is argued that this is a consequence of limitations of sequential
analysis to capture meaning in interaction. While sequential analysis remains the
encompassing methodological framework, it is suggested that it needs to be com-
plemented by analyzing semantic relationships between choices of formulation in
the interaction, ethnography, and structural techniques of comparing selected
options with possible alternatives. The paper describes the methodological approach
taken to interactional semantics by the papers in the Special Issue, which analyse
practices of generalization and abstraction in interaction as they are accomplished
by formulations of prior versions of reference and description.
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Why is Semantics Such a Difficult Object for Conversation Analysis?
Since its beginnings, conversation analysis (CA) has aimed at an analysis of social
interaction in terms of accountable conduct which is meaningful for the participants.
Still, the primary focus of CA has been on the sequential organization of turn-taking
and action. How participants use linguistic and other resources to create meaning
and which resources and procedures they use to interpret linguistic forms in context
has not figured prominently in CA research yet. Semantic issues in this wider notion
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(including reference, inferential, evaluative and argumentative aspects of meaning)
have been dealt with in some detail in the context of case-analyses, which, however,
did not serve to analyze how linguistic meaning is organized in interaction, but to
show how some sequentially organized interactive practice works. The situation is
rather similar in Interactional Linguistics, where the focus has mostly been on
phonetics, prosody and grammar as resources for the organization of talk-in-
interaction (see Couper-Kuhlen and Selting 2001; Couper-Kuhlen and Ford 2004;
Barth-Weingarten et al. 2010). Only few papers have dealt with lexis and semantics
of open-class items (cf. some of the papers in Hakulinen and Selting 2005;
Deppermann 2007; Nore´n and Linell 2007; Linell 2009: ch.15).
Why has the meaning of linguistic structures in conversation a rather peripheral
status as an object of study in CA? No conversation analyst would deny that words
are systematically used in order to create meaning and that interpretation is
incessantly going on in interaction in order to grasp its relevance and to produce a
next action. Still, semantics in interaction is a recalcitrant object for conversation
analytic research. This is because we are faced with the methodological problem
that participants’ interpretations mostly surface only in very selective ways as an
observable phenomenon in conversation (if they do at all). CA’s basic methodo-
logical tenet to stick to what participants display (by their reactions) to be relevant
severely limits the scope of what can be included in the analysis of meaning. This is
so, because although interpretation is at the heart of interaction, it occurs mostly
implicitly and en passant, letting often only show conversational effects (in terms of
actions) and symptoms (in terms of turn-design, repair, hedging, etc.) without
making their semantic, epistemic and inferential grounds explicit.
How can then a conversation analytic approach to meaning in interaction
proceed? The papers in this special issue explore ways of dealing with this issue by
starting from two questions:
(a) Which conversational phenomena exhibit participants’ semantic work in
interaction? And how is semantic work organized in terms of interactional and
interpretive practice?
(b) In which ways do we have to complement sequential analysis with other
methodological procedures in order to account for how meaning is produced
and recovered in interaction?
Semantic work in interaction becomes observable if semantics is not only used
as a resource, but if participants specify, generalize, correct or negotiate the
meaning of some expression (string of lexical items) or some description produced
before in that interaction. One such occasion is the production of formulations,
which generalize and abstract the meaning of a first version produced before, either
by the speaker him/herself or by an interactional partner. Formulations thus give
access to how people understand each other and how the words they use are to be
understood. Phenomena and practices of interactional semantics related to
formulations used to generalize, abstract or specify meanings are the objects of
this Special Issue.
In this introduction, I will locate the approach taken by the papers with respect to
prior research on formulations and give a short review of general interactional
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properties of formulations (‘‘Formulations as Objects of Research in CA’’). In
‘‘Studying Interactional Semantics: Sequential Analysis and Beyond,’’ I will turn to
methodological considerations having to do with limitations of a CA-approach to
interactional semantics and review the suggestions for its extension put forth in this
Special Issue. ‘‘Semantic Aspects of Formulations’’ will be devoted to semantic
aspects of formulations in general, while ‘‘Generalization and Abstraction as
Practices of Formulation in Interaction’’ will deal more specifically with general-
ization and abstraction as specific practices of formulation.
Formulations as Objects of Research in CA
In CA, ‘‘formulation’’ has been used for three different, albeit related phenomena.
(a) ‘‘Formulation’’ was first introduced by Garfinkel and Sacks (1970: 351) to
refer very broadly to all different kinds of meta-communicative, self-reflexive
descriptions in conversation: ‘‘We shall speak of conversationalists’ practices
of saying-in-so-many words-what we-are-doing as formulating’’. As examples,
they state that members may ‘‘describe that conversation, (…) explain it, or
characterize, or explicate, or translate, or summarize, or furnish the gist of it, or
take note of its accordance with rules, or remark on its departure from rules’’
(Garfinkel and Sacks 1970: 350). This understanding of ‘‘formulations’’ is akin
to the term Reformulierung (‘‘reformulation’’), which has become an
influential concept in German discourse and conversation analysis (Gu¨lich
and Kotschi 1996; Bu¨hrig 1996; Ciapuscio 2003; Rittgeroth 2007). Formu-
lations are a principal means participants use to display and secure that their
interactions are self-explicative, intelligible and accountable events.
(b) Heritage and Watson (1979) noticed that formulations are designed and treated
in different ways depending on if they are produced by a news deliverer or a
news recipient. They restrict their treatment to formulations which are
produced as responsive actions and which make confirmation by the producer
of the original version relevant. Most research in CA has adopted this more
narrow use of ‘‘formulations’’ (e.g., Heritage 1985; Beach and Dixson 2001;
Drew 2003; Antaki et al. 2005; Hutchby 2005; Barnes 2007; Antaki 2008).
Virtually all studies focus on functional aspects of formulations. They show
that formulations are used by institutional agents as means to transform
(laypersons’) accounts according to institutional relevancies, such as arriving
at a diagnosis, focusing on therapy-relevant matters, facilitating agreement in
meetings, or committing interviewees to more newsworthy claims (Drew
2003). Although they are produced as seemingly innocent displays and checks
of understanding, formulations are powerful rhetorical means. Since formu-
lations are often used to pin down relevant outcomes of topical talk, on which
ensuing talk builds, and to close topics, they can be used to steer the
interaction without making perspectives and goals of their producers explicit
(Antaki 2008). In this Special Issue, the paper by Deppermann aligns with this
use of ‘‘formulations’’.
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(c) Still another notion of ‘‘formulation’’ has been put forward by Schegloff (1972:
80), who defines ‘‘formulations’’ as ‘‘places in conversation where an object
(including persons) or activity is identified’’. Schegloff is interested in how
people choose a location formulation under particular interactional circum-
stances characterized by a specific constellation of speaker, hearer’s knowl-
edge, referent, situation of speaker and hearer in relation to each other and to
referents, topic and common activity. Schegloff is dealing with basic issues of
interactional semantics, because the selection problem arises from the fact that
there are myriads of ways to refer correctly to the same referent. Still, only
some formulations may be used relevantly under given interactional circum-
stances and each formulation may give rise to specific inferences in addition to
making referents identifiable. With its more general meaning, Schegloff’s
notion aligns with the common-sense meaning of ‘‘formulation’’ in terms of
‘‘how things are put into words’’ Bilmes (this volume), and is related to
psycholinguistic theories of formulation (Formulierungstheorie, Antos 1982).
Sacks’ usage of ‘‘formulation’’ in his lectures (Sacks 1992) is, for the most
part, similar to Schegloff’s, although perhaps more general.
In contrast to the other two versions of ‘‘formulation,’’ Schegloff’s notion does
not include that formulations must link back to some prior version of things talked
about. Still, all three approaches deal with descriptive practices, because the
relationship of aboutness is crucial for ‘‘formulations’’ in each sense. They inquire
into the practices and preferences, determinants and functions of various ways to
refer to referents, events, states of affairs, experiences, and actions.
The three papers in this volume approach formulations by comparing first and
subsequent versions of talk about some referent, state of affairs, etc. in an
interactional episode. Such comparisons elucidate the semantic work carried out by
participants in an interactional sequence. They make locally relevant semantic
properties of linguistic items available which may not be evident when no second
(or nth) version is formulated. Subsequent variants of reference and description in
interaction show that every formulation
• is selective and aspectual: it focuses specific properties of referents at the
dispense of others and, in doing so,
• is contingent: it is a possible, but not a necessary way of formulating the referent
and its properties;
• purports to be relevant: the selection of a formulation among possible others is
made with respect to (perspectival, participant-sensitive) pragmatic require-
ments and purposes (together with its contingency, this also means that
formulations are disputable in terms of relevance, even if they are unquestion-
ably true);
• is inference rich: it contextualizes other states of affairs, consequences,
assessments, positionings of self and others, etc., which are presupposed by or
which typically co-occur with the use of the formulation;
• is constructive: it provides a way of seeing things, i.e., it conceptualizes the
situation talked about in a certain way (cf. Heritage and Watson 1979; Drew
2003; Antaki 2008).
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Before we turn to semantic properties of formulations, we first consider some
requirements for studying semantics within the framework of CA.
Studying Interactional Semantics: Sequential Analysis and Beyond
As Bilmes (this volume) states, the study of formulations is distinctive within the
enterprise of CA with its focus on the ‘‘rhetorical and reality-constructive aspects of
linguistic action’’. Bilmes makes a plea for studying the ‘‘organization of meaning
in conversation’’ in addition to the study of the ‘‘organization of turns and actions’’.
This neither means that the usual concern of CA with the sequential organization of
talk is suspended nor that meaning is divorced from action. Rather, rhetorical design
and persuasive effects, indexing contextual knowledge and conversational infer-
encing have to be shown to be exhibited by and within the talk itself and as part and
parcel of what formulations mean and do in the interaction.
This view has not always been common-sense in CA. Historically, the study of
meaning in CA was taken to be the business of membership categorization analysis
(MCA; Sacks 1972, 1992; Jayyusi 1984; Hester and Eglin 1997), which was
associated with the analysis of membership categorization devices as members’
knowledge of social structure. However, Watson (1997) already pointed out that
categorization and sequence are reflexively related to each other: Categorizations
obtain at least part of their meanings from the interactional sequence they occur in,
while, at the same time, they are building blocks (of the meanings) of the sequences
which define their local meanings. Hauser (2011, this volume) shows how
formulations used to categorize members and their meanings are locally occasioned
by actions, argumentative, referential and topical contexts established in the
interactional sequence, while knowledge about membership categorization devices,
which ranges far beyond the interactional situation, is necessary for the situated
interpretation of categorization terms as well.
In all contributions to this Special Issue, the study of subsequent versions of
reference and descriptions in their sequential context is used as the core method of
interactional semantics. Generalization and abstraction is not studied as a feature
of items in isolation (like abstract vocabulary, terms of low granularity), but as
situated, sequential practice in which one formulation is abstracted, generalized to
another one (or the other way round, specified, exemplified). E.g., a description of a
person’s action is generalized by ascribing features to the category the person
belongs to (Hauser 2011, this volume), a description of some experience is
abstracted by warranting a more general attribution of a psychological state or
property of the experiencer (Deppermann 2011, this volume). Such sequential,
relational actions allow to see how generalization/abstraction are used, i.e., what
they do in the local context compared to the less general, less abstract versions. In
this way, sequential analysis can show how generalization and abstraction are
adapted to action and topic, how semantic and inferential aspects are attended to and
negotiated by responses, how contrasts are used to highlight locally relevant
semantic aspects, how (narrative) exemplification and repair are used to clarify
meanings, etc. As with other issues of interactional organization, sequential analysis
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aims to show how meaning is displayed and constructed as an observable,
sequential, intersubjective phenomenon (Schegloff 1992a).
Still, sequential analysis does not allow us to capture all aspects of meaning
which matter to participants in situ. Participants do not display all locally relevant
semantic properties of (lexical) items by the way they design and place their turns at
talk. Of course, we are not dealing here with aspects of meaning which matter from
a diachronic point of view or which a psycholinguist would find to be properties of
the mental lexicon. What we are interested in is to get a grip on those aspects of
interactional meaning which account for when, why and for what purpose some
item is used, when sequential analysis does not yield sufficient answers or only
gives us a hint that an item has some (problematic, embarrassing, argumentative,
etc.) interactional properties without giving us access to the semantic basis of these
properties. In other words, participants rely on a background of knowledge and
understanding, which is not displayed in talk, but which lays the base for what can
be accomplished with talk. This order of implicit understandings is not a cognitive
reality divorced from observable talk, which does not matter for interactional
semantics. Rather, what is implicitly, but recognizably displayed by and for
participants in interaction can often only be recovered if the analyst brings cognitive
and cultural background assumptions which participants can be held to share to bear
on sequentially organized interaction. Indeed, it is one of the basic findings of
research on formulations, that semantic and rhetoric properties of formulations can
only be grasped when compared to ‘‘possible alternatives,’’ which are equally
correct in truth-conditional terms (cf. Edwards 1997).
Of course, researchers in CA often have used background knowledge in order to
elucidate what is going on in an interactional sequence (see, e.g., Heritage and
Raymond 2005; Schegloff 1992b). The study of interactional semantics, however,
forces the analyst not only to do so, but also to be methodologically explicit about
how cultural and cognitive background enters the analysis, because part of the
structures to be explicated have to be described with reference to this background.
Bilmes (2008, this volume) and Deppermann (2000) claim that sequential CA has
to be complemented with ethnography when dealing with semantics in interaction.
Indeed, reflections on how to reconcile CA and ethnography (see also Moerman
1988; Bilmes 1996; Maynard 2003) in most cases started from an interest in dealing
with matters of meaning in interaction. Ethnographic background is needed to
discover how interactional histories are reflected by the choice of a formulation,
which contexts it makes available, how it meaningfully contrasts with what others
(could) have said, how institutional agendas and professional knowledge are
indexed by formulations. Ethnography is not only necessary for enriched
understanding. The explication of the workings of interactional semantics forces
the researcher to be more explicit than is usual in CA in stating ethnographic facts,
in explicating them as part of the encyclopedic meaning of expressions used and in
showing how they provide an inferential basis for local practices of sense-making
(cf. political and cultural background in the analyses by Hauser (2011, this volume);
see also Bilmes 2008). To be sure, ethnography should not be used simply as an
addendum to CA ‘‘in order to give some flavor of the context’’ or applied in a
deductive fashion, imbuing conversational data with ethnographically prefigured
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interpretation. Rather, the analyst has to show that ethnographic background in fact
is needed for a better understanding of the data. Evidence for this is
• the discovery of orders of coherence in the interaction which are otherwise
unavailable,
• noticing innuendo and interactional subtleties which would go by unnoticed
otherwise,
• being able to make sense of interactional phenomena which would be
unintelligible without ethnographic background,
• being able to decide among competing interpretations on ethnographical
grounds,
• enriching the analysis by elucidating functions and epistemic backgrounds of
participants’ choices (Deppermann 2000).
Hauser’s analysis in this Special Issue beautifully shows how CA-inspired
research on semantics in interaction needs to make use of ethnography, while
clearly distinguishing this requirement from aspects of ethnographic knowledge
which may be relevant for other purposes, but which do not contribute to the
analysis of the semantics of categorization and generalization in his data.
The need for ethnography combines with the need for comparing actual choices
in talk with possible alternative formulations. Already Schegloff’s (1972) seminal
study on location formulations crucially rests on paradigmatic contrast sets of
possible formulations, which are equally correct in truth-conditional and referential
terms, in order to tease out the precise semantic, inferential and recipient-designed
properties of some formulation under study. The latter can only be revealed by
showing that the formulation does things which the other formulations do not or,
just to the contrary, that it does not lend itself to (‘‘avoids’’) interpretations which
possible alternatives make available. Bilmes (2008) compares actual data with
taxonomic alternatives in order to account for properties of the level of generality
of the formulation chosen and for its precise functional rationale. Comparative
techniques like these resemble opposition paradigms of the structuralist tradition.
Still, what counts as a relevant possible contrast is not a matter of options provided
for by an abstract system (of language). It is rather the range of options which are
relevant in the situation, i.e., which can be used to refer to the same referent, to deal
with the same interactional problem, to address the same topic etc., depending on
which practical task and which features of referential and epistemic context matter
for the participants in situ. This becomes most obvious if ad-hoc-categories (like in
Hauser’s data) are created or if indexical expressions like ‘‘we’’ (and not category-
labels) are used. A more systematic treatment of the different kinds of comparison
with ‘‘possible alternatives’’ and of the uses of this methodological procedure within
CA is beyond the scope of this paper, but would definitely be in place (see
Deppermann 2008: 90–94 for some reflections on this issue). A more thorough
treatment of the matter would also need to relate the methodological option of using
‘‘possible alternatives’’ to the CA-practice of working with collections of data of
factual variation of a device.
In terms of theory, the above methodological considerations suggest that CA
needs to enter into dialogue with MCA (Schegloff 2007), taxonomic analysis
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(Bilmes 2008, 2009; this volume), Gricean pragmatics (Bilmes 1993; Deppermann
2005; 2011, this volume), and frame semantics (Deppermann 2005) in order to
account for inferences and implicit meanings to be recovered as part of interactional
semantics.
Semantic Aspects of Formulations
Meaning in interaction is tied to communicative intentions as they are made
publicly available by speakers’ actions and to understandings as evidenced by
recipients’ responses. Meaning is situated, rhetorical, informed by pragmatic
concerns, negotiable, and open-ended in terms of explicability (see, e.g., Garfinkel
1967; Edwards 1997). Same-speaker formulations, which rework a prior version of
reference or description, are used to explicate, clarify, specify, generalize, etc.
meanings; other-speaker formulations are displays of understanding (and can
clarify, explicate, etc. as well). Still, in neither case are formulations a transparent
means of elucidating meanings. Formulations have both an explicative and a
transformative aspect: While each formulation preserves parts of the meaning
established before, it deletes other parts and adds new aspects of meaning (Heritage
and Watson 1979: 129). In addition, there is a reflexive relationship between first
and second versions: Formulations make meanings explicit which were implicit in
the prior version (or which are at least treated as if they had been implicated in it),
but their local meaning rests itself in part on the versions they are meant to replace
(see Deppermann and Hauser 2011, this volume). When studying semantic
properties of formulations, it is important to attend both to the sequential
organization and the precise linguistic design of the formulation.
• Sequentially, same-speaker formulations must be distinguished from other-
speaker formulations. Formulations within the same multi-unit turn as the first
version can be projected, e.g., by story-prefaces which introduce a categoriza-
tion that is unpacked in the story (see Deppermann 2005). They need to be
distinguished from responsive self-formulations (in third or later positions),
which react to recipients’ responses to the first version (reasserting, clarifying,
accounting for it, etc.).
• Among other-speaker formulations, practices of formulation differ in terms of
the displayed presumption of intersubjectivity of formulated meanings. The
speaker who produces the formulation may index that s/he assumes that his/her
formulation explicates or paraphrases the meaning which the prior speaker
meant to communicate. In English, this is mostly done with so-prefaced
formulations (see Raymond 2004), in German with also-prefaces (see Depper-
mann 2011, this volume). Alternatively, the formulation may be framed as a
unilateral inference, i.e., an understanding which does not purport to explicate
what the prior speaker meant, but some subjective interpretation, noticing, or an
upshot which is relevant with respect to the speaker’s own agenda. In German,
dann-prefacing, first person mental verbs and hypothetical constructions are
used to index unilateral formulations. An intermediate case is, e.g., what
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Heritage (1985: 108) calls an ‘‘inferentially elaborative probe,’’ which pushes
the formulated position to an extreme, thus making it more newsworthy.
• Formulations can deal with semantic units of different size and kind. They can
be used to formulate the meaning of single words and phrases used before
(Bilmes this volume), statements (Hauser 2011, this volume) or descriptions and
narratives (Deppermann 2011, this volume). They can also categorize what was
being done earlier in terms of individual or collective action (see, e.g., Bilmes
1981).
Depending on sequential relationship, linguistic-design and referential scope,
formulations may have a different semantic status regarding the first version.
Generalization and Abstraction as Practices of Formulation in Interaction
Generalization and abstraction have to do with granularity of categorizations and
their hierarchical place within taxonomies (Bilmes 2008, 2009; Schegloff 1972;
2000). The taxonomic approach (see, e.g., Tyler 1969) is static and has an objective
flavor, suggesting that taxonomies are clear-cut cognitive, set-logical structures,
which simply reflect relationships of class-inclusion between terms. The papers in
this Special Issue, however, study generalization and abstraction as semantic
relationships which are accomplished in interaction by generalizing and abstracting
formulations of prior versions. In interaction, taxonomies are not simply invoked,
but they are actively constructed. This is most obvious with ad hoc-taxonomies (see
Hauser 2011, this volume; Barsalou 1983). But also taxonomic relationships which
belong to cultural stocks of knowledge need to be made relevant selectively and
locally, because there is never only one path of possible abstractions without
alternative. Each categorization can be abstracted according to multiple taxonomic
relations, suggesting other co-selected categorizations as relevant contrasts. So, the
interesting question is: ‘‘What taxonomy?’’ (Bilmes 2008: 200). In addition,
abstraction/generalization always realize a certain level of granularity, which is
neither predetermined by the things talked about nor by the existence of some
taxonomy as such. There is always a magnitude of categorizations of varying
granularity, which can be applied correctly to a referent in truth-conditional terms.
Truth-conditional correspondence does not determine which level of taxonomic
granularity will be used in an occasioned formulation. So, the second question
regarding the speaker’s choices is: ‘‘What level in the taxonomic hierarchy?’’
(Bilmes 2008: 201). ‘‘The actual use of categories is not simply a matter of actuating
some pre-existing cognitive structure; rather, the taxonomic direction and level
chosen is fitted to the local occasion of use’’ (Bilmes 2008: 209).
Abstraction implies that aspects of a first version are selectively focused on in a
second version, doing away with some of its indexical detail. This is most obvious
with notionalizations, which turn (sometimes lengthy) descriptions into condensed,
abstract, timeless, and often agentless categorizations expressed by a nouns or
phrases (Deppermann 2011, this volume). Abstraction may, but need not imply
generalization. Abstraction may only mean focusing on and singling out what is
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relevant. Moreover, it can be used to convey that a previously described local, single
instance is taken to stand for a more general pattern or state of affairs to hold.
Notionalizations suggest a realm of enduring representations, because they distill
reifications of abstract concepts, processes, experiences etc., captured by nouns,
from the fleeting vicissitudes of interaction. By virtue of these qualities, they are apt
for topical closure and may become emergent keywords, which can be used to pin
down and re-contextualize topical issues and interactional histories efficiently,
becoming canonical ways of referring in the future interaction.
Generalization and abstraction are practices of semantic work. Although they
transform the meaning of prior first versions, their local semantics still builds on the
meanings of the prior items which become abstracted, generalized, specified,
exemplified, etc. This is especially so, because the more general and abstract
categorizations are, the more vague they tend to be as such. Thus they are in need to
be constrained and anchored in the present context. E.g., Deppermann (2011, this
volume) shows how therapists’ abstract psychologizing formulations derive their
reference from patients’ experiential narratives and argumentations, Hauser (2011,
this volume) discusses how categorical generalization is a means to understand
the identity of the individual person, while the more general category is elucidated
by properties and actions of the individual, on which it is (sequentially and
epistemically) based. In their situated use, generalization and abstraction thus are
subject to and means of documentary interpretation (Mannheim 1980; Garfinkel
1967), accounting for particular instances by more general patterns, which
themselves get their referential and indexical meaning by the instances they are
applied to.
This documentary reflexivity provides abstraction and generalization with a
pseudo-explanative flavor: In transcending the individual case, generalization and
abstraction suggest that the individual case gets accounted for, i.e., explained, in
more general terms. Professional formulations, using abstract terms belonging to
languages for special purposes (e.g., in medicine, psychotherapy), make abundant
use of this property (see Deppermann 2011, this volume). Because of their
explanative value, abstraction and generalizations are mostly used in contexts which
are overtly (meetings, discussions, advice-giving) or more implicitly (personal
narratives, gossiping, diagnosing) argumentative. It is worth noting that sequential
order matters: Generalization and abstraction are used to conclude, close topics,
explain and retain relevant aspects for future treatment, and to strengthen and justify
a claim regarding individual cases; specification, i.e., the exemplification of a more
general or abstract categorization or claim, is used to justify by giving evidence or to
repair on understanding problems. There is a reflexive relationship between
semantic and argumentative issues: Exemplifications both provide evidence for
generalizations and elucidate part of their meanings; generalizations both account
for the properties of instances and imbue them with meaning in terms of
categorizing them as an instance of a more general category (cf. Deppermann 2005).
This explanative-explicative tension can border on circularity, in particular, if
observations of actions or events are transformed into dispositional predicates
derived from the very instances they purport to explain (cf. already Ryle 1949).
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Abstraction and generalization are typical of professional formulations. Sub-
suming particular instances under professional categories, which abstract from case-
based indexicalities like spatial, temporal, personal, etc. particulars, lies at the heart
of professional practice. Generalizing formulations secure the intelligibility of
experience by demonstrating the applicability of general patterns, suggesting
that situated experience is accountable and thus treatable according to known
procedures.
Generalization and abstraction partake in several orders of reflexivity. They
reflect
• institutional speakers’ discourse and situated identities (Zimmerman 1998),
because the activity of formulating and the lexical choice of generalizing and
abstracting formulations are often category-bound activities tied to institutional
identities (cf. Drew 2003) and as such constitutive of their talking into being (cf.
Heritage and Clayman 2010).
• The paradoxical status of clients of an institution: They need to confirm
formulations, but not to provide them. Formulations reflect how institutional
agents depend on cooperation and input by the client, while simultaneously
exerting professional authority. Formulations attest to the split epistemic
asymmetry of expert-laymen interactions, both in terms of linguistic design
and of interactional organization: The client is knowledgeable regarding
what happened, the professional regarding its abstract and generalizable
categorization.
• Institutional concerns: Their design orients to practical relevancies, such as
providing a and subsuming to a professional perspective (Hutchby 2005;
Deppermann 2011, this volume), closing topical sequences and fixing their
outcomes (Barnes 2007), shaping prior talk so as to become a suitable basis for
next actions to be performed (Antaki 2008; Hutchby 2005; Beach and Dixson
2001), reducing abundant complexity of arguments by summarizing (Depper-
mann and Spranz-Fogasy 1998). Doing so, formulations in turn are basic
practices to get institutional work observably being done in interaction.
• Genre and activity type. E.g., formulations in psychotherapy transform patients’
narratives of experiences into evidence of general types of psychological
problems and dispositions. In a similar vein, general formulations in prefaces or
codae of stories transform story-events into evidence of the personality of the
story-protagonist or of the morale of a type of event. So, as the design of
formulations is adapted to genre and activity type, they are also constitutive of
bringing an instance of the very genre/activity they are adapted to recognizably
into being.
Conclusion
Prior research has gained rich insight into sequential organization and interactive
functions of formulations in various types of institutional settings. Still, we now
very little about the precise turn-constructional formats of formulations, the
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language-specific resources used for them and how these design-features relate to
what formulations do and mean in the interaction. There are at least two important
issues which deserve more research in this respect:
(a) The nature of the semantic operations and transformations people produce in
formulating as part of their everyday semantic work. This is also because
formulations provide for a rich and methodologically promising key to
semantics in interaction.
(b) The display of epistemic claims relating to subjectivity, intersubjectivity,
independent or superior knowledge, (un)certainty, etc. in formulations.
Formulations are one of the major sites of displaying understanding and
epistemic stance vis-a`-vis co-interactants,
The contributors to this Special Issue would be glad if their papers work as to
inspire further research along these lines.
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